NOTES (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED):
1. MASS: 3.8 kg, MAX (REFERENCE ONLY, SEE ICD HSL_SYS_010)
2. POWER: 8W NOMINAL/20W MAX (REFERENCE ONLY, SEE ICD HSL_SYS_001)
3. TEMPERATURE: -30°C TO 50°C (REFERENCE ONLY, SEE ICD HSL_SYS_001)
4. FIELD OF VIEW/ALIGNMENT REQUIREMENTS: RADIAL OUTWARD SIDE
5. HANDLING RESTRICTIONS: NONE
6. SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS: NONE
7. EMI/EMC/ESD/MAGNETIC SENSITIVITY: NONE
8. RED/GREEN TAG ITEMS AND PROTECTIVE COVERS: SAFING PLUGS (2)
9. ALL OTHER SURFACES COVERED BY MLI THERMALBlankets
10. CENTER OF MASS (REFERENCE ONLY, SEE ICD HSL_SYS_010)
11. USE KAPTON A/R TO INSURE HVPS ENCLOSURE IS ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED FROM S/C BUS